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West of loathing potemkin gang walkthrough

Written by Chocolateteapot / Aug 19, 2017 A step-by-step guide to WANTED: Living Achievement and Filling the Dirtwater Chain. Other Western Guides of Hate: If you want to do this mission first, choose the WASTED poster on the right side. Travel to Cavern Canyon and take the cave on the left marked with danger! Spider sign. Opening one of the boxes
will trigger the appearance of the spider, I chose the marked with WEAPENS, but any will work. Get out of the first cave and enter the one in the middle using your crowbar to remove the planks. This item is available even if you skip the tutorial. Take the passage to the right. Look at the trash on the right, get out of the trash room. Open the door with the
cades. Leave the second cave and try to enter on the right. You find your reward trapped in the sea and offer no resistance. Squeathethe bar for drinks and a Jaw Harp, and free the cook in the kitchen to get a hot dog shop in town. Interact with the gang to go back to jail. A new WANTED poster is on top! Travel to the new map marker and you'll see that you
can't enter any of the buildings. Go to the bathroom to the right of the city and go out the back. Walk through the back of the prop city to find the heavy load, it's the second of the end here. Go back to the front of town to see that matches the jail. The guy in the white hat is easier to move, just tell him where to look for his belt buckle. The guy in the black hat will
try to stop you from entering any of the buildings you click, so click on the chain. The woman wants you to stay away from her, then her as a shepherd dog inept and with a little luck you'll have all three right where you want them! Go to the back of town and cut the rope holding the chain. Go back to the front of town to find the stunned Gang, arrest them to
return to the city and your reward! A new WANTED poster. Go to Old Millinery and get into the building. Hat Room 1: It's the Black Hat. Hat Room 2: Watch out for hats, one moves occasionally. Hat Room 3: It's the hat with the smallest divot, here's the hat in the center. Hat Room 4: Wander around the room for a while and stand still, you'll hear snoring and
you'll see ZZz appearing where the bandit fell asleep. Hat Room 5: Activate the player's piano next to the room and change the music until the text box asks if you can hear whistles. Enter Hat Room 5, you'll see musical notes of the bandit's whistle. Interact with the Bandits to return to the city. A new WANTED poster. Enter the Pickle Factory and read the text,
it contains tips for solving the puzzle. Go to the Cukes' office. The goal is to get all three levels equal. Pull levers 1 and 3 until the external levels are balanced and use lever 2 until all three levels are the same. Tell ghost you took care of the cucumbers and then collected his remains. Enter Sal Sal Use the three levers to change the salinity to 976. Tell the
ghost the salt is correct and collect his remains. Get in the vinegar room. Check the temperature. Grab a shovel if you want/need one. Add charcoal to the oven and use the bellows to raise the temperature. Each piece of coal followed by the bellows raises the temperature a few degrees. When you get above 190 degrees, add a little coal at a time until you
get a number that is a multiple of 10. Use the steam pressure release to lower the temperature in increments of 10 to exactly reach 190 degrees. Talk to the ghost about the temperature of the vinegar and collect his remains. Go to the central room of the PIckle Factory and to the machine on the left. Pull the factory activation lever and get the Ghost Pickles.
Pull the factory activation lever and get the Ghost Pickles. Return to Dirtwater Prison and deliver the remains to claim the reward. This mission is available from the beginning, but I did it last because it requires three items to stealthily complete and two can be collected in random encounters while you travel the map. You may have seen Fort Alldead on the
map. If you don't already have a skeleton bone, then enter the Barracks area, and using a needle, prepare one of the cabinets to get one. Be sneaky You find a doghouse, give the dog a bone. Walk to the gate, it's rusty. Travel back to Dirtwater, go to dirtwater mercantile. Buy a lock, if you haven't found one, and a can of oil. If the store doesn't have the item
you need, then sleep a night in your bed and it can spawn. Go back to the Desert House, line the hinges and lock the Gang in the house. Arrest the Gang to travel back to Dirtwater. Dirtwater Jail is full, a bounty collector is you! Game: West Loathing From West of Loathing Wiki. Jump to: navigation, search. See the full-size version. See the full-size version.
This page contains general information about places in the western of hate. The main map of West Loathing is divided into 3 main geographical areas (as well as the initial prologue). August 13, 2017 Guides » Western of Hate - How to Win The Battles of Fort Memoriam. Western Hate - How to Win the Battles of Fort Memoriam. Written by Rabbit / 13 Aug,
2017 This should work, I hope. The Battle of Cow Ridge. Loose Hell - Maps; No More Room in Hell - Khafre Maze Solution.Drawing heavily in previous Fallout games, the hilarious stick figure RPG West Of Loathing features dozens of wacky wild west locations to discover, and a lot of secrets to unlock during hundreds of missions. Of course there are
achievements, but many of them require knowing a thing or two in advance about how to approach certain missions. we cover each achievement in detail. Need help with the rest of the game? Check out our other West of Loathing guides:A Real UnderdogBuy a dark horse. In the prologue of the game game before traveling to Dirtwater there are three horses
that can be rescued and then eventually purchased. Choose to buy dark horse instead of ghost horse or crazy horse. Looking at a ghost horse in his mouth, a pale horse. Just choose to buy the scary ghost horse instead of the other two horses available in the prologue. Senseless HorseComm a crazy horse. You know what to do. Yes, you have to play the
game (or at least the prologue) three times to get the three achievements. Contributing to the default of a minerFina the game with Crazy Pete.During the prologue you can choose one of the four possible companions. Choose Crazy Pete and keep him with you to the end. I Love The Way You ShootFinish the game with Susie Cochrane.Choose susie's sharp
shot as her companion before departing for Dirtwater and keep her until the end of the game. What's up, doctor? Finish the game with doc Alice.Choose the good drunk doctor as your companion before departing for Dirtwater. Keep in mind that reading nex mex books will upset you. Yes! Yes! To finish! Finish the game with Gary the goblin. During the
prologue segment, do the search to kill the elf in the basement, but don't involve him yet. Instead, grab the whiskey and go see Doc Alice, then learn to talk goblin by reading her books. Now you can go back and recruit the elf as a companion instead of killing him. Wanted: Lively populate dirtwater chain. To achieve this achievement, you have to trap all the
gangs of bandits on the wanted posters instead of killing them. To get the achievement to appear, you need to arrest the House-In-The-Desert Gang, Potemkin Gang, Stripey Hat Gang, Black Hat Bandits, and the Brothers Gherkin.Na most of it is simple, but for the Potemkin Gang, just make sure you line them up in front of the jail (instead of the building with
the TNT), and for the Gherkin Brothers make sure you solve the puzzles without killing the ghosts. This will give you your bones (which you 'hold') instead of ghost pickles, which tells you how to kill them. Wanted: Populate dirtwater morgue. This is the opposite of the previous achievement, but to kill all five gangs, you have to be sure to unlock the relentless
perk in the prologue by killing the lookout. If you don't accept that advantage, some gangs will force you to arrest them. In a row? Discover 37 map locations. This will usually happen naturally just by talking to people and completing missions, but if you have difficulties go wandering in the desert or buy some binoculars to use in the forts. Our Diaries Bread all
breadwood problems. To achieve this achievement you need to finish all missions available in Breadwood after clearing the way for the first time in the Railway Field.KUZPA HOPAAAAAAas words el vibrato. In Curious Abandoned Well, continue feeding the machine's punching charts until the achievement appears. In Country For Old GodsContain
Roberto.To you need to complete all el Vibrato missions by powering the generator on the Curious False Mountain and keeping Roberto contained. Aren't you going out tonight? Revive Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Bill.At the Buffalo Pile, gather the diagram, bones and fluid, and not kill any of the buffalo that are not trapped. Eventually, you'll be able to
revive Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Buffalo Bills.Meat MysteryFind Curly's MeatGo to the Butterhouse Ranch and look for the 'Curly Was Here' sign on the Outhouse to begin this mission. You will have to collect Curly's Compass at the Kole Ridge mine, and then use it to find Curly's Auto-Gyrotheodolyte at The Alexandria Ranch. Then take half a map at Curly's
Grave at Maw Madness Mine, and the other half at Halloway's Hideout. Finally, follow the map to get the meat of Curly.EmperorGive Norton a crown. Near the end of the game, give Norton the Silver-plated Turnip Crown, the Golden Tooth Crown, the Necromancer Crown, or the Crown of El Vibrato to achieve this feat. Read all six Nex Mex books you come
across during the game (which will result in some statistical penalties, but give you a ton of spells and amazing necromancer skills), so when you find the Necromancer you will have the option to replace it. Note that this will annoy Alice and she will leave you if she is your companion. You also can't do this in hard mode, as the hard hat requires being the
darkest hat around. Under pressure, get put on it. When inserting mass into the pressure machine at the Kellogg Ranch, continue pressing the red button until it reaches maximum pressure and explodes. Three bridges very farbuild three bridges. This has to be done over three separate playthroughs, and will unlock when you build the bone bridge, wooden
bridge, and el vibrato bridge near Breadwood.Fistful Of CutletsFinish the prologue with 1,337 meat. You have to do and kill absolutely everything to get the maximum amount of meat, which requires levelling your Moxie skill to 3 and gaining the ruthless and dickering advantages. Also make sure to release the bird, pick up the needle and tell your family that
you are looking for your fortune. The terrible secret of Cotton CandyPrese the secret. In the circus, buy cotton candy before removing anything from the lost and found. Go back to the salesman and steal your whistle, then talk to a boy nearby about your bottle cap to get access to the lost and found. Blow the whistle, then go back to seller and say you found it.
The Hard WayFinish the game with the hard hat. During the prologue, you can talk to the old miner at the bar to learn about secret level 40. Set the lift to level 40 and equip the hard hat, which turns the game into hard mode. Not only do you not get a slot item for head, but everything is much more difficult. Good luck! The Really Hard WayFinish the game with
the hard hat in a single day. This is the same as the previous achievement, except that you can never sleep or be knocked out during your playthrough!---Ess are all west of Loathing achievements currently available! Have you found any other methods to unlock them or have any tips to make achievements a little easier? Tell us in the comments! The Best
RPG This Side Of The PecosHIGH Shockingly nuanced and detailed, both in the writing and in the design of the game. LOW My failure to discover resistance to stench for a long time. WTF The obsession with spittoons, but in the best possible way. I'm not one who usually judges a book on the cover, but I'm just human. I make mistakes. Case in point, Hate
West. I don't know how many times I've seen or heard about it, but time is on a prize for me these days. Sometimes a quick glance is all I can spare when deciding whether to play a game or ignore it. To be fair, it's easy to get the wrong impression based on screenshots — West of Loathing uses literal stick figures for its characters, and each environment is
made of simple line drawings. In fact, it looks so sparse that it's shocking. Small touches like an amazing diversity in animation and clever use of the shadow can be noticed later, but the first impressions don't even begin to tell the whole story. Fortunately, the Switch was the perfect opportunity to see what the West of Loathing was about, and it only took me
three minutes to fall in love. Once the look has passed, WoL is revealed to be a turn-based RPG that is essentially an open world in the sense that the game has a multitude of locations on an overworld 2D map. Each location is the size of a bite with only a few screens, but there are dozens of places to visit, and they are all accessible in any order as soon as
they are discovered. The player begins by creating a character and choosing one of three classes, each with a specialization. After a brief tutorial, they also choose a horse and a companion, and then they are loose in the world. The most remarkable thing about West of Loathing is the amazing detail that was to do it. Although the look couldn't be simpler, this
isn't true about any other aspect. For starters, the dialogue. Not only almost everything has some kind of dialogue linked to it, it's all written very carefully and the vast majority is very funny. The sense of humor is uninterrupted, and there are so many jokes scattered throughout every moment of the experience that it is impossible not to be enchanted. The
same level of care is given to the and the tasks and and embedded inside it. If the player needs a hint about what the main storyline is, your partner will gladly give you a hint. However, simply walking around and chatting with the city's inhabitants or exploring new locations will reveal countless challenges, puzzles and errands that all end in a small reward
and a good or two jokes. The beauty of this is that the player doesn't have a mission record or a list of things to check - it's about come across these things organically and discover them as they appear. In fact, there are several layers of tasks. Some are easy and obvious, some that take a little more digging and may require visiting another or two sites, and
some are buried fairly deep and are only revealed after several hours, some clever discoveries and making connections. (I recommend having paper and a pen nearby to write notes.) For example, a local man has his jelly beans stolen, so he tells the player to visit three locations and retrieve them. While on their way to the merchandise, the player may
stumble across an area entirely unrelated to being explored, or they could discover quarrelsome skeletons sent in a tumult by a necromancer hidden in a secret. They can also hear whispers of demonic cows that can pierce the veil between worlds, evidence of a mysterious cult, or relics of a forerunner civilization buried underground. Some of them will be
fast, and some will take dedication to SUSS. Mechanically, WoL is brilliantly and brilliantly focused. Although turn-based battles are simple, I thought it was an advantage. The real attraction is exploring, discovering things, and, of course, laughing. In order to ensure that players never get stuck or frustrated, there are tons of options to keep things moving. If
players are below the level, there are several optional places where enemies infinitely generate in different difficulties and in various numbers, all chosen by the player. If a player finds himself blocked by a skill check (you are not strong enough to move this rock, pardner!) there are several items that can add temporary stats for such purpose. It was a real
pleasure to discover that after playing for a few hours and accumulating resources, a bit of juggling ensured that something interesting was always happening, and I never, ever got stuck. Another cause to celebrate is that the discreet nature of each location and ease of play means that Western Hate is an absolutely perfect thing to take on the move - it's
gratifying to play in five or ten minutes of bursts, it's always quick to get back to the main mission (if you wish) and there are always tons to do and see. It's substantial and interesting enough for the long term, but Fits the account for players who often don't have a chance for hours-long sessions. West Loathing is fantastic in every — the writing is consistently,
genuinely funny, the complexity and breadth of the world are truly impressive, and all mechanical systems are perfectly designed to ensure that the player is able to cross the world and experience as much as possible without unnecessary frustration. I even grew up loving the stick figures, and appreciated the minimalist approach (not yet minimal). This is
good software as I've already found, and I enjoyed every minute of my time with it. Without exaggerating the case a bit, West of Loathing is a modern masterpiece. Rating: 10 out of 10Disclosures: This game is developed and published by Asymmetric. It is currently available on PC and Switch. This copy of the game was obtained via paid download and
reviewed on switch. Approximately 20 hours of play were dedicated to single-player mode, and the game was completed. There are no multiplayer modes. Parents: According to the, this game is rated T, although I have not found any details on their website. Off the top of my head, the game has prolific uses of alcohol or similar images, and in-game violence
consists of shooting or hitting skeletons/animals/people/robots, although it's never bloody or explicit. After all, they're stick figures. I don't remember any sexual content or explicit language. Colorblind modes: Is there a colorblind mode available in the options, although as the game is in black and white, do not know what it does? Deaf &amp; Hard of Hearing
Gamers: All information is relayed via text and there are no audio clues required for gameplay. The text cannot be resized. This game is fully accessible. Reapplicator controls: No, the controls in this game are not reapplied. There is no control diagram. The movement of the left stick controls the movement, the A button confirms the choices, and button B
cancels them. The L button calls a statistics menu, ZL brings a map, R is options, and ZR is inventory. Brad Gallaway has been playing since the arcades were one thing and Atari was the new hottie. He's been at GameCritics since 2000. Currently, he is juggling editing duties, being a home school dad, a devoted husband, and he tries to play a game from
time to time. Brad still loves Transformers, he's in Marvel Puzzle Quest when no one is looking, and his favorite game of all time is a game between the first Mass Effect and The Witcher 3. You can pick up your work written here at GameCritics and you can listen to it weekly on the podcast @SoVideogames. Follow Brad on Twitter and Instagram
@BradGallaway, or contact him by email:bradgallaway a t gmail dot com.com.
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